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Chelsee Yee
Staff Writer
Last week, Amazon hit the news feeds of
web-users across the nation for its treat-
ment of employees and small booksell-
ers and its lack of involvement in the
Seattle community.
Some Amazon workers have com-
plained that their warehouse jobs have
pushed them to their limits in order to
keep up with production. Production
is key to Amazon, but it becomes dif-
ficult for employees to be efficient
and effective when they work in
challenging conditions.
Athlete honored
April 11, 2012
Media blasts Amazon for lack of Seattle philanthropy
Albers to host
ethics day
Bianca Sewake
Staff Writer
In an effort close to the heart of Seattle
University’s mission to create “just and humane
leaders,” Albers School ofBusiness and Economics
will dedicate a full day to focusing on ethics in
business on Tuesday, April 17.
“The main purpose is to expose students to
ethical dilemmas that people in the business world
have faced in the course oftheir career,” said Albers
Dean Joseph Phillip.
Throughout the day, business people from the
community will come in for the first or last 45
minutes ofeach class in Albers to give presenta-
tions and share their encounters and experiences
with ethics.
“The goal of this is to get graduates and under-
graduates to have a better understanding of what
ethics are and how ethics work and how ethical
leadership is really important everyday,” ■■■
said Net Impact Club cofounder Priyal
Zaveri.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
I never felt treated like
a piece of crap in any
other warehouse.
Elmer Goris
Former Amazon Employee
Student threatened with imprisonment
Kellie Cox
Senior Staff Writer
When Seattle University Senior
Aziz Yuldashev returned home to
Uzbekistan for the first time in years,
he was called an enemy of the state and
accused of treason within 48 hours of
stepping off his plane. Yuldashev was
then threatened with 17 years of im-
prisonment for his human rights work
in Djizak, Uzbekistan.
During much of Yuldashev’s child-
hood in the farming town of Djizak,
Peace Corps volunteers taught English
to the children in the area. At the age
of 16, after two years with the volun-
teers, Yuldashev’s English was strong.
The volunteers directed him toward
Gun control across the US
thespectator
at Seattle university since 1933
Some of Amazon’s older ware-
houses have no air-conditioning,
like those in Allentown, Penn, and
Campbellsville, Kent. Several of
these workers suffered from heat-
related illnesses.
The Seattle Times reported that
Amazon has more than 15,000 full-
time employees in warehouses around
the nation called “fulfillment centers.”
Some of these employees reported
poor working conditions inside those
fulfillment centers, garnering a lot of
media attention.
Paul Grady, a former Amazon ware-
house employee, once complained that
the U.S. Department of State’s Future
Leaders Exchange Program (FLEX),
which sends teenagers from countries
once under the control of the Soviet
Union to American high schools
in an attempt to introduce them
to democracy.
Attending high school in Seattle
from 2005 to 2006 provided Yuldashev
with an outsider’s perspective on his
own country. Issues that he had never
thought twice about, like child labor
within the Uzbeki cotton industry and
a lack of free speech and free press,
began to deeply concern him during
his time abroad.
“Here, we started seeing the real
Uzbekistan, especially the human
rights issues that are happening,”
a warehouse safety worker in Allensville
ordered him to tell emergency workers
that his hip injury was not work-related
when it in fact was.
Elmer Goris spent one year working
in the same warehouse. He said he quit
because he couldn’t stand the unbear-
able working conditions and mandatory
overtime. Goris even witnessed some of
his coworkers pass out at a water foun-
tain and reported that he had nearly
fainted himself.
“I never felt like passing
out in a warehouse and I nev-
er felt treated like a piece of
crap in any other warehouse,”
said Yuldashev.
By the time Yuldashev returned
to Djizak in the summer of 2006,
the Peace Corps had been kicked out
of the country following a tumultu-
ous uprising in Adijan, Uzbekistan
in 2005. Yuldashev’s friend Dmitriy
Nurullayev, who had also studied
abroad in America, came up with the
idea for a summer camp that would
“carry on the tradition” of the Peace
Corps. Through the camps, Yuldashev
and Nurullayevsought to inform youth
of their rights in Uzbekistan and their
human rights as citizens of the world.
Funded by the Democracy
Outreach Grant, the first of
Yuldashev’s three Global
Awareness Camps was held MHfe6®
Matthew Gilbertson | The Spectator
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MHjH Goris told the
Seattle Times.
Last year, the high
temperatures inside
the warehouse in Allensvillecaused
15 people to collapse in a single
day, resulting in a federal inspec-
tion that demanded changes to
warehouse policies.
Amazon issued a recent state-
ment regarding warehouse safety
soon after, which read in part:
“Since we ship hundreds of mil-
lions ofpackages ayear, employ tens
of thousands of associates, and re-
cord millions ofwork hours, it isn’t
possible to accurately portray the ef-
fectiveness of our procedures with
anecdotes. To accurately reflect our
operations, any reporting must fo-
cus on examining our safety record
as measured against relevant indus-
try benchmarks.”
Though many employee anec-
dotes that have surfaced are mani-
fested as online complaints, not all
ofAmazons employees share the
same negative experience.
Kevin Mooers, a Finance and
Business Economics double major
atSeattle University, was a Financial
Bridge tolls to earn $1
billion for state
SEATTLE (AP) — People who
have been tardy about paying their
tolls for crossing the State Route
520 and Tacoma Narrows bridges
will be mailed civil penalty notices
this week
State transportation officials say
the mailings to the registered own-
ers ofvehicles are part ofa new en-
forcement program to help collect
overdue bills.
The notices will include an ini-
tial toll amount, a $5 reprocessing
fee for each reminder bill plus an
added $40 civil penalty for each
the spectator
news
Analyst Intern for the Merchant
Services department. In this posi-
tion, he helped third party sellers,
the dealers that students purchase
textbooks from if they are not sold
directly by Amazon.
Mooers noted that the experi-
ence he had at Amazon was quite
positive, highlighting what he de-
scribed as an extremely supportive
and helpful team.
Mooers was unable to shed light
on Amazon’s treatment of small
booksellers since his workwas large-
ly unrelated to them, though many
news sites have covered the issue of
Amazon’s reportedly harsh treat-
ment ofbook publishers and ques-
tionable market research tactics, in-
cluding apromotion last December
that encouraged Amazon customers
to scan the prices of books at lo-
cal bookstores in order to receive a
discount on Amazon.
Independent booksellers’ already
thin profit margins are increasingly
at risk as Amazon’s demand for
deeper discounts grows and cus-
tomers demand lower prices.
McFarland & Co. was one of
the independent publishers that
unpaid toll transaction. Those reg-
istered vehicle owners will have up
to 20 days to respond to WSDOT
with payment or to dispute the civil
penalty.
The 520 tolls are expected to
raise about $1 billion toward the
$4.7 billion cost of replacing the
49-year-old bridge. Tolling on the
Tacoma span also goes toward the
debt on bonds usedto finance con-
struction of the bridge.
The editormay be reached at
news@su-spectator.com
received an unfortunate email from
Amazon requesting to buy their
books at 45 percent off the cover
price, almost double its current
price break.
“If we made a change for
Amazon, we’d have to do it for ev-
eryone, and that
would jeopardize
our business. We couldn’t exist like
that,” said Karl-Heinz Roseman,
director of sales and marketing
at McFarland.
The same happened with Karen
Christensen, CEO of Berkshire
Publishing Group, an independent
publisher of professional and aca-
demic books.
When she refused to give in
to Amazon’s demand for a larger
discount than the previously estab-
lished discount of40 percent off the
cover price, Amazon stopped plac-
ing orders. Amazon orders account-
ed for 19 percent of her business.
Amazon’s 397 percent stock in-
crease in the last five years led to
its CEO Jeff Bezos being named
America’s best chief executive by
Forbes. Bezos earns an average of
$1.4 million annually.
Despite their financial success,
criticism from companies that do
business with Amazon and Bezos
remains high.
Publishers rarely find fault with
companies they do business with,
but those who have dealt with
Amazon’s demands often describe
the company as aggressive and
leaving no room for discussion.
These demands are typicallymade
in emails with no personal contact
Amazon generates
$48 billion a year and
employs 56,000
information provided.
Amazon’s perceived un-
willingness to dialogue with
outsiders extends far beyond
their collaborators.
Last year, many large Seattle
companies donated large sums of
money to the United Way ofKing
County during its economic trou-
bles. Microsoft donated $4 mil-
lion, Boeing sent $3.1 million and
Nordstrom gave almost $320,000.
All of Seattle’s large corporations
contributed — except forAmazon.
Bezos has been widely reported
to subscribe to libertarian ideals.
Libertarian economist Milton
Friedman famously argued that
the sole responsibility of corpora-
tions is to generate profit, and that
corporate giving at the expense of
shareholders is akin to theft.
Many nonprofit officials and
other business leaders in the com-
munity have also noted that it can
be difficult to find someone at
Amazon to talk to them.
Amazon’s smiling logo can be
seen on millions of boxes around
the globe, but none can be seen
on a single building in its new
campus in Seattle’s South Lake
Union neighborhood.
Though the company’s level of
philanthropy remains low, Amazon
is the world’s largest Internet retail-
er, generating revenues beyond$48
billion a year and employing more
than 56,000 people worldwide.
Chelsee may be reached at
cyee@su-spectator.com
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Professionals
|Mf|||f Net Impact is a
llltlilll nonprofit organiza-
mj/LM don where leaders use
their skills to address
world problems and use their
business skills for good. Zaveri,
along with Seattle U students
Margaux Helm and Michelle
Spruch, cofounded the new
chapter and helped to coordinate
the event when Aaron Hayden of
You are not going
to be successful if
you’re not ethical.
Joseph Phillips
Dean, Albers
the Center for Business Ethics
pitched the idea.
Student questioned for 6 hours on human rights work
aMMMj in the summer of
!■■■■ 2007 and hosted 36
students. Yuldashev,
Nurullayev and other
FLEX alumni taught
classes about HIV/AIDS, sports,
climate change and human
rights to youth in the Djizak
area throughout the summer.
In. 2008, the second Global
Awareness Camp saw 150 appli-
cants compared to 60 applicants
the previous year.
“In four months, it’s hard to
believe it, but we kind ofchanged
their view of Uzbekistan,”
Yuldashev said.
Although the first two camps
were funded largely by U.S.
grants, funding for the third
camp was harder to come by.
To combat this, Yuldashev and
Yuldashev worked
with the Peace Corps
to educate children
on their civil rights
Nurullayev created a nonprofit
organization called Awareness
Projects International. Since
the creation of the nonprof-
it in 2009, other countries
experiencing human rights
abuses, like Ukraine, Uruguay
and Kazakhstan, have joined
the organization.
After years co-managing the
camps abroad, Yuldashev and
Nurullayevreturned to Djizak in
the summer of 2011 to visit their
families and find volunteers who
would be willing to put their se-
curity at risk in order to run the
camps that summer. Many of the
FLEX alumni that typically vol-
unteered at the camps had left
Djizak to live abroad. Out of
those still in Uzbekistan, none
wanted to risk angering the gov-
ernment for Yuldashev’s cause.
It was their volunteer recruit-
ing activities which drew the at-
tention of the government and
April 11, 2012
ethics is very important to me
and we need to emphasize it in
the school and I had the oppor-
tunity to do so,” said Hayden.
With Phillips’ support, the
event came together. Along with
the classroom presentations and
discussions, there will also be
an event that Helm, Spruch and
Zaveri will lead in the evening.
“We will be hosting the
panel discussion, interviewing
the panelist and talking a little
about the club we cofounded,”
said Spruch.
The two guest panelists are
Larry Dohrs and Bruce Herbert,
the founders of Newground.
“So, the key is to make sure
that students don’t just think
about ethics in the abstract, but
also that they’ve had a chance
to hear real stories that real
placed them in harm’s way as
potential enemies of the state.
During the two days fol-
lowing their arrival, the Uzbek
National Security Service inter-
rogated Yuldashev for six hours
and Nurullayev for five hours
before they gave them per-
mission to return to America.
Yuldashev and Nurullayev were
allowed to leave the country on
one condition: they were to spy
on Uzbekis who sought asylum
in America.
Both signed a contract agree-
ing to do so and theywere given
code names. They had to divulge
every detail of their contact in-
formation to the guards who
verified the information on the
spot. Yuldashev also signed a sec-
ond document that proved even
more threatening than the first.
“[The] document said that
if we told anyone what hap-
pened to us, that would mean
we are hiding something and
they will basically imprison us,”
Yuldashev said.
With human rights condi-
tions worsening in Uzbekistan,
Yuldashev believes that President
Islam Karimov has turned to
false accusations and torture to
bring about false confessions
from innocent Uzbekis involved
in human rights activism. He is
also “starting to play the Internet
game,” monitoring sites like the
Central Asian news site registan.
net and shutting down the serv-
ers of those who visit such sites,
if not arresting them.
“[Uzbekistan is] a policed
state. All of your actions, ev-
erything, is watched and moni-
tored
... except for your mind,”
Yuldashev said.
Global Awareness Projects
will not host another camp this
summer. Currently in the pro-
cess of merging with Central
Asian Dialogue, a nonprofit that
focuses on Central Asian media,
Global Awareness Projects has
turned its efforts toward sup-
porting the Uzbek journalists
risking their lives to report on
human rights abuses.
invited to share ethical concerns
“Why I decided to pitch this
is because for one, business
people have had, people had
to struggle with during their
career,” Phillips said. “I think
it makes it much more real for
them and we think will bet-
ter prepare
them for their own
professional career.”
Each emphasized the impor-
tance of ethics in business as
many transactions and things
going on, but having account-
ability and integrity, especially
for leaders because the leader’s
ethics translates into the orga-
nizational culture,” Zaveri said.
“So if the leader is ethical, then
the organization itself will fol-
low that. And it goes the other
Albers emphasizes way around too.”
ethics as part of its
mission to create just
and humane leaders.
something that should be con-
tinuous, and not just learned in
a classroom to forget about.
“I think ethics should be the
foundation because it’s hard to
Several free-speech watchdogs
have also reported increasing
censorship in Uzbekistan.
As for the security of
All of your actions,
everything, is watched
and monitored.
except for your mind
AzizYuldashev
Senior
conceive it in the business world
sometimes because there’s so
“Business ethics is a require-
ment. It’s a Core class and peo-
ple put it off until whenever. I
think this is a good opportunity
for the topic to get recognized be-
cause it hasn’t been recognized as
much before,” Zaveri continued.
“Albers is trying to show that it is
important. It’s not just oneclass and
then forget about it.”
Albers philosophy dictates that
ethics are crucial in deciding the
outcome, success and reputation of
Yuldashev and Nurullayev, both
are currently applying for asy-
lum in America. Knowing he
cannot return to Uzbekistan
is a realization that Yuldashev
struggles with daily. He does
not know when he will see his
family again.
“I get upset that I got in-
volved [in human rights] some-
times when I’m really sad ... but
after I think about [my work]
and think about what I’m doing,
it justifies itself,” Yuldashev said.
Despite the hardship, the
significance of his work and its
ability to improve the lives of
the spectator
in classes
a business.
“You are not going to be success-
ful if you’re not ethical because if
you are not an ethical person, other
people will quicklyunderstand that
and basically, they will have no trust
in you. Theywill not want to work
with you,” Phillips said.
The hope is thatstudents will see
this connection.
“I know the message they’ll walk
away with is consider their values ...
and still be successful. Ethical people
are building a society and they are
successful doing it,” Hayden said.
The events will begin at 7 a.m.
with an alumni breakfast and pan-
el discussion by Albers alumnus
Stan McNaughteon, the CEO of
PEMCO and Marc Cohen, assistant
professor ofbusiness ethics.
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
not only his fellow Uzbekis, but
everyone who is affected by hu-
man rights abuses validates his
personal sacrifices.
“Once you see the lives that
people have outside of your
country and compare it to the
lives people have in your coun-
try, then you see the injustice. ...
You realize that you have power
and knowledge and [when] you
share it with people, you might
help them to have better lives.”
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com
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4Faculty excited about rumors of new Apple store
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
Seattle University students
and faculty members might
not have to make the trek to
U Village for help and services
from Apple much longer.
According to ifoAppleStore.
com, rumors have been circulat-
ing for more than a year about
the possibility of an Apple store
coming to downtown Seattle
or Capitol Hill. Insiders have
The Genius Bar gets busy at the University Village Apple Store on Wednesday, April 4. Many people are
excited by the possibility of an Apple store opening on Capitol Hill or downtown.
Martin death inspires
Seattle race discussion
Caroline Ferguson
Staff Writer
Students frustrated and con-
fused by Trayvon Martin’s shoot-
ing were able to voice their opin-
ions and concerns last week at a
well-attended teach-in held by the
Global African Studies department
in Pigott Auditorium.
All of the panelists
at the teach-in
denied that Seattle
was “post-racial.”
tor of Seattle U’s Global African
Studies department, emphasized the
importance ofan on-campus con-
versation to discuss“the continuing
tendency to render problematic the
citizenship ofAfrican-Americans.”
The teach-in featured sev-
eral speakers from the school
and community.
The event focused on the cultural
attitudes that made the act ofvio-
lence possible rather than the specif-
ics of the incident itself. President
of King County NAACP Gerald
Hankerson said that simply hold-
ing Trayvon Martins killer, George
Zimmerman, accountable for his
actions would not result in justice.
the spectator
Professor Olufemi Taiwo, direc-
news
been pointing to the Broadacres
Building on 2nd Avenue, which
once housed the three-story
Nordstrom Rack, for a possible
retail space. Nordstrom Rack’s
lease expired in February, caus-
ing the basement, first and
second floors to become avail-
able. The building has 75- and
80-foot storefronts, features
that Apple tends to value in
retail locations.
However, rumors have not yet
been confirmed by the company.
Overall, minorities are “over-
policed and underprotected,” said
professorEdward Reed, who agreed
with one audience member’s assess-
ment that miscarriages of justice for
minorities constitute a modern-day
Jim Crow. He and other panelists
pointed out that Zimmerman was
protected by Florida’s Stand Your
Ground Law, while Trayvon was
not, as his alleged acts ofself-defense
may have resulted in his death.
Reed expressed confusion as to
why Zimmerman was being pro-
tected by his community and re-
minded those in attendance that,
as a neighborhood watchvolunteer,
Zimmerman was supposed to report
back to the police department and
nothing more. Panelists also called
for accountability from police, argu-
ing they are rarely held responsible
when their judgment is at fault.
The teach-in was also a fo-
rum for attendees’ ideas as
to how one can change their
immediate community.
“Seattle has an illusion of inclu-
sion,” Reed said.
All panelists denied that Seattle
is in any way “post-racial.” But
there is hope.
“Sometimes one positive seed
can overcome a million negative
seeds,” said Associate Dean of
Students Darrell Goodwin.
Caroline may be reached at
cferguson@su-spectator.com
chair in computer science, says
that because the Apple stores in
Seatde all cause a distance problem
for Seattle U students, a new and
closer store would be welcome.
“Before I came to Seattle U [12
years ago], Seattle U was all Apple
computers,” said Smith. “Many
of the style jobs printed in the
1980s were about Apple comput-
ers. Apple is fairly tied to many of
the departments on campus, in-
cluding math, graphic design and
Michael Smith, assistant to the
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
computer science.”
Smith has been using Apple
products since the late 1980s, be-
ginning with the Apple HE.
He sayS that in his experience
Apple computers far outlasts
PC computers.
“The Unix operating system
[Twelve years ago],
Seattle U was all
Apple computers
from Apple is very useful to
[those ofus in] computer science,”
he said.
Assistant professor of mathe-
matics McLean Sloughter believes
that a new store will potentially
bevery convenient for faculty and
those who use Apple frequently,
as the tech support is handled
through Apple warranties.
“Most ofus in the math depart-
ment use Mac computers—it’s
kind ofthe standard computer for
the department,” said Sloughter.
“Personally, the Apple operating
systems have worked a bit easier
for me.”
For Sloughter, the possible new
store will not have that much ef-
fect on his personal experience
Michael Smith
Computer Science
with Apple products.
“U Village is on my way home,
but I suspect it will be more conve-
nient for people when [U Village]
is out of the way,” he said.
Yet, Sloughter owns several
Apple products, including an
Apple laptop, an iPhone and an
iPad. Sloughter chose the iPad
and the iPhone because of the va-
riety ofapplications offered on the
Apple operating system, as well as
the simplicityof the products.
“The iPad is useful in class for
digital versions of lecture notes,
as well as for reading research pa-
pers,” he said,
Currently, the nearest
Apple store is in the
University Village.
Smith said that regardless of
computer preferences at Seattle
U, most students and faculty still
use Apple products, like iPods,
iPads and iPhones. Although he
has an Android phone, Smith still
knows that a lot ofpeople rely on
Apple products.
“The computing section aside, I
think most people will be pleased,”
he said.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
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Minorities struggle to secure life-saving transplants
Chelsee Yee
Staff Writer
Candace Rodriguez was 15 years old when she
passed away on March 10 from leukemia. Candace
was unable to find a bone marrow transplant when
she needed one.
It was in her memory that Seattle University
hosted Cesar E. Chavez Blood Drive last week.
Participants had the opportunity to donate blood,
sign up for the bone marrow registry and organ
donation registry, and learn about the legacy of
Cesar E. Chavez. There were a total of 81 blood
donors and 65 people who signed up for the bone
marrow registry.
For ethnic minorities like Rodriguez who was
Hispanic, it is often very difficult to get marrow
transplants. On the national registry, only a small
percentage ofthe 8 million volunteer donors are peo-
ple ofcolor. Seventy-three percent are Caucasian, 9
percent are Hispanic, 8 percent are African American
When you find out that you
need a bone marrow match,
your choices are already limited
just based on your ethnicity.
and Asian/Pacific Islanders, 3 percent are multi-racial
and 1 percent are Native American.
Bone marrow transplants are based heavily on
genetics, even more so than organ transplants. Ifthe
new marrow is not a genetic match, then the new
white blood cells will attack the body. In an organ
transplant, the body can reject just the organ, but
with bone marrow, it can reject the entire body, so
finding the right match is crucial. ■
Rodriguez is one of the thousands ofpeople di-
agnosed with blood cancers like leukemia every day.
Their lives depend heavily on bone marrow or cord
blood transplants, typicallyfrom non-family donors.
Seventy percent of people do not have a donor in
their family and less than 4 out of 10 patients actu-
ally find a match.
Rodriguez’ssister Dana isparticularly aware ofthe
challengeofbone marrow transplantsfor minorities.
“Ten percent of the national registry is comprised
ofLatinos. My family is Mexican-American, so even
then, when you find out that you need a bone mar-
row match, your choices are already limited just
based on your ethnicity,” said Rodriguez, a sopho-
more at Seattle U.
“Ideally, I think it comes down to the siblings
for the first option,” Rodriguez said. “In my family
there are the three of us: Bonnie who is the oldest,
me, the middle child, and then Candace who was
in need of a bone marrow [transplant]. First they
Bone marrow transplants
are based heavily on
genetics, even more so
than organ transplants
went to the siblings because we have the most similar
genetics. Neither Bonnie or I matched myyounger
sister Candace, but we matched each other.”
This year’s Cesar E. Chavez Blood Drive was an
effort to raise awareness for how crucial it is to in-
crease the number ofdonors and make it a priority
for all communities. The lives of thousands ofpeople
who are still in need ofmarrow transplants motivates
Dana Rodriguez to continue doing bone marrow
drives and blood drives.
Chelsee may be reached at
cyee@su-spectator.com
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Dana Rodriguez
Seattle University Sophomore
Above: Dr. George Mack helps Joelle Pretty and Kimberly Rixson donate blood inside Mobile 19 in the Bellarmine turnaround
on Thursday, April 5. While a blood donation match requires only partial compatibility, bone marrow requires a much higher level
ofcompatibility, making matchesfor less common ethnicities much more difficult to find. Below: Dr. George Mack helps Joelle
Pretty donate blood. Seattle University both encourages and enables the donation of blood and bone marrow, but because
of the difficulty and specificity of marrow donation, the number of marrow volunteers is vastly lower than that of blood donors.
news ■BBSS!
Matthew Gilbertson | The Spectator
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6Budget deal remains elusive to Olympia lawmakers
Rachel La Corte
Associated Press
OLYMPIA, Wash. (AP)
— Lawmakers reached a tenta-
tive budget deal Tuesday, but
it wasn’t clear if they would
get everything done before the
special session clock runs out
at midnight.
the spectator
“We have broad agreement
news
on a deal,” said Cory Curtis,
a spokesman for Gov. Chris
Gregoire. “Some issues remain
to be worked out.”
Curtis couldn’t discuss the
specifics about the remaining is-
sues, but said “the hope is they
can still be done by midnight.”
Sen. Joe Zarelli, Senate
Republicans’ lead on budget
Time isn’t our friend
right now. We’ll
work the clock.
Joe Zarelli
State Senator
issues, sounded an equally op-
timistic note after an afternoon
meeting with the governor and
key Democrats, saying “we’re
all on the same sheet of music,
but some of the notes need to
be clarified.”
“Time isn’t our friend right
now,” Zarelli said. “We’ll work
-the clock. If we have everything
worked out and we’re
in agreement and the
clock expires, there’s
always another day.”
The flurry of ac-
tivity Tuesday started
the previous day and
was the culmination
of months of negotia-
tions over how to close
a roughly half-billion
dollar shortfall for the
two-year budget cycle
ending June 2013.
On Tuesday, law-
makers reached agree-
ment on a bill address-
ing early retirement
benefits for future
state employees. That
measure had been a
key sticking point be-
tween Democrats and
Republicans.
A Republican-led
coalition in the Senate
had insisted on several
reform-related bills,
including the pension
one, before taking up
the budget.
Senators approved
the measure Tuesday
evening by a margin of
27-22, clearing a major
hurdle in the quest by
lawmakers to complete
their work.
State workers who
retire before the age of
62 already have scaled
back pension benefits.
Under the new bill,
workers retiring at the
age of 55 would be re-
duced by as much as 50
percent. The. changes
only apply to workers
.hired starting in May
2013. The plan would
save the state an esti-
mated $1.3 billion over
25 years.
Senate Majority
Leader Lisa Brown,
D-Spokane, said that if
lawmakers weren’t able
to get all of the bills
moved by midnight,
they still planned to
work until everything
was done. If the gov-
ernor needs to call an-
other special session,
Brown said the plan is
for lawmakers to work
through the night to
finish everything with-
in hours.
“I don’t think any-
one wants to come back
tomorrow,” she said
Democrats hold
power in the House and
have been unwilling to
embrace GOP bills that
passed the Senate on Saturday,
one that would require the state’s
two-year budget to be in line
with anticipated revenue over a
four-year period and another to
alter health insurance benefits
for K-12 employees.
Sen. Rodney Tom, a Medina
Democrat who voted with
Republicans on a budget pro-
posal last month, had been out
of town this week in California
and not expected to return un-
til Wednesday, after the special
session ended. However, he
was seen in the Senate wings
Tuesday, having returned a day
earlier than expected.
Democrats hold power
in the House and
have been unwilling to
embrace GOP bills
Tom said he was concerned
about how the proposed changes
to the pension system were com-
ing together in negotiations.
And he also worried that Senate
Democrats might push through
a budget in his absence.
We have a broad
agreement on a
deal. Some issues
remain to be out.
Tom has been siding with
Republicans in the latest talks,
helping provide the GOP coali-
tion with a 25-24 majority in
the Senate.
Earlier in the day, key
lawmakers announced that
they reached a deal on the
capital budget.
House Capital Budget
Committee Chairman Hans
Dunshee, a Snohomish
Democrat, said the agreed-up-
on $1.1 billion supplemental
capital budget includes hun-
dreds of millions of dollars in
new spending.
However, the capital bud-
get, which is for building and
construction projects, would
not be passed until after the
operating budget.
Sen. Linda Evans Parlette,
R-Wenatchee, said both parties
agreed to spend more on projects
now, while the economy is strug-
gling and costs ate low. She said
she expects next year’s capital
budget to be more modest.
The editor may be reached
at news@su-spectator.com
Cory Curtis
Gregoire Spokesperson
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Microblogging Project
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Now recruiting student writers to help develop a mobile app for
a local software company. To apply, e-mail writing samples that
demonstrate a conversational voice (including Twitter, etc).
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SIFE earns service awards, heads to national competition
Ashley Roe
StaffWriter
For the third consecu-
tive year, Seattle University’s
Student in Free Enterprise (SIFE)
team will be competing at the
national level.
Their passion and dedication
to their projects, which will be
showcased to a panel of judges in
Kansas City from May22 to 24, is
what the Seattle Us team believes
secured their spot.
SIFE participants can commit
as much or as little time as they
please to the projects, but many
members dedicated hundreds
of hours of time to ensure their
program implementation was
successful.
Out of the 15 active members,
three obtained the platinum ser-
vice leadership award, meaning
these individualscontributed 500
hours of service working on their
projects.
Two other members are ap-
proaching the 500 hour mark.
Six others received the ser-
vice leadership award, dedicating
Obama deports more than 3,000 in huge immigration sweep
Holly Martinez
StaffWriter
Two weeks ago, the Obama
administration teamed with
Immigrant and Customs
Enforcement (ICE) agents to
arrest and deport 3,168 un-
documented persons in the
United States.
The six-day sweep serves
as the largest series of arrests
involving foreign nationals
since 2009.
A vast majority of those ar-
rested have violent criminal
records. Many are reported to
have a history with kidnap-
ping, murder, terrorist threats,
sexual crimes against minors or
drug trafficking.
It has been estimated that
among the arrested were at least
50 gang members, approximate-
ly 149 sex offenders, and 200
individuals who reentered the
United States illegally after being
deported in the past, a crime that
carries a 20-year prison sentence.
Of the thousands arrested,
116 different nationalities
were represented.
The series of arrests involved
over 1,900 ICE officers and oc-
curred in all 50 states, as well as
the District of Columbia and
four United States territories.
Forty-three undocumented
individuals were arrested in
Washington state, four of which
were from the Seattle area.
“There are 3,168 fewer crim-
inal aliens and egregious im-
migration law violators in our
neighborhoods,” ICE agency
director John Morton told the
Associated Press.
In regard to the deportations,
Seattle University senior Mariana
Hetherington expressed concern.
“I think it’s a good thing to
get rapists and murders off the
April 11, 2012
100 hours to service work for
SIFE projects.
Working within targeted ar-
eas, like homeless or small busi-
ness development, kept members
intrigued and made contributing
extensive hours easy.
“Having put in [hundreds]
Our projects are
making a difference
in the community.
of hours, [members] have to
like what they are doing and be
proud of the projects or else they
wouldn’t continue the process,”
said Jonas Harris, an executive
board member of SIFE.
Making an impact in one
person’s life or in the com-
munity as a whole keeps the
members motivated.
street, but if all of those who
were arrested aren’t the crimi-
nals they’re being portrayed as, I
wouldn’t be okay with it. I think
everyone deserves a chance at
life,” said Hetherington.
Since June, ICE has promised
to “ease up” on undocumented
immigrants who are veterans,
elderly, have lived in the United
States since childhood or have
close family who are citizens.
Kevin Howe, coordinator of
adult education services at the
Graham Brown School and state
employee of Kentucky works
with undocumented individuals
every day.
“I almost always side with
undocumented immigrants in
relation to government proce-
dure,” said Howe. “However,
committing crimes of extreme
magnitude is irresponsible. An
American would be put in jail.
The individual should be taken
out of the community they’re
wreaking havoc on.”
Together with Catholic chari-
ties, Howe works to educate im-
migrants both in basic reading
and writing, as well as helping
them to get jobs once they ob-
tain residency. Approximately
half of Howe’s students are un-
documented, including women
and children who are victims of
domestic abuse.
“I’m currently working with a
German woman who came to the
United States after being married
to her [American] husband in
Germany,” Howe said. “He beat
her and their son badly and lat-
er divorced her. She is brilliant,
speaks five languages, and is liv-
ing in a homeless shelter trying
to survive off the small amount
ofmoney that her seven-year-old
son, who is a citizen, receives
from the state.”
“Being able to help others
Howe supports recent
Tim O’Reilly
SIFE Board Member
and give back is what drives our
group,” Harris said. “Seeing the
effect you can have on others
is empowering.”
The parallel between SIFE’s
projects and the principles of
Seattle U’s mission is key to the
members’ focus.
“The projects [SIFE] creates
are very mission-centric to Seatde
University,” said Leo Simpson,
SIFE’s faculty advisor. “Most of
the [SIFE] projects appeal to the
Seattle University student who
[attends the university] to add so-
cial meaning to their program of
study.”
Potentially landing a job
straight out of college through
the competition is incentive
in itself.
“More than 200 corporate
sponsors serve as judges in these
competitions and [these busi-
nesses] give priority to our SIFE
students when hiring for jobs,”
Simpson said.
To make these projects come to
life, the members worked closely
with each other to develop the
ideas and implement the programs.
legislation that allows for vie- period makes life very difficult that,” Howe said.
tims of domestic violence to gain for the families involved. '
a new type of Visa. However, he “She lives in fear every day, Holly may bG reached at
argues that the two-year waiting and she deserves better than hmartinez@SU-spectator.COm
Seattle U’s SIFE team organized
themselves in a nontraditional
structure,not declaring a sole per-
son as president.
“Our leadership at Seattle U
is organic so there is no president
versus membership mentality,” said
Tim O’Reilly, another SIFE execu-
tive board member.
This aspect has helped the
team flourish by giving any
member the chance to step
up and take a pivotal role for
a project.
“There is a lot of opportunity
for any member to step up into
a leadership role,” O’Reilly said.
“We currendy have freshmen who
The team committed
hundreds of hours
to their projects.
have stepped up as leaders and
are just as qualified as any other
member.”
Since Seatde U’s team is smaller
news the spectator
in comparison to other schools,
SIFE is always open to new
members.
“[SIFE is] always looking for
new members who are interested in
becoming a leader or people who
just want to be able to give back
to the community,” O’Reilly said.
Growth of theclub would mean
more areas in the community
could be reached.
“[The team] hopes students
throughout the university will
join with [SIFE], both individually
and as clubs, to accomplish more
through the synergy of collabora-
tion,” Simpson said.
Regardless, after Seattle U’s
team has finished unveiling the
projects at nationals in May, their
journey is not about how they
place in the competition.
“[The team] is not competing
for pride or glory,” O’Reilly said.
“We want to be able to displayand
convey the idea that our projects
are making a difference in the
community.”
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
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THIS SUMMER, MAKE
SAN FRANCISCO
YOUR CLASSROOM
Hit the books in the “best city for college students”
and study at USF, one of America’s “coolest schools.”*
'Sources at SummerAtUSF.org
■ 1/3Off Undergrad Tuition & On-Campus Housing
■ Summer Courses of 3,6, or 12 Weeks
■ Small Classes With Professors Who Know Your Name
LEARN MORE: SummerAtUSF.org
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8Campus Voice: in
light of the Trayvon Martin
shooting, congressman
Bobby Rush put on a
hoodie while giving a
speech on racial profiling.
He was forcibly removed
from the House floor for
breaking dress code. Do
you think he was justified
in blatantly breaking
House rules given the
circumstances?
publicsafety
reports
Assist Official Agency
Monday, April 2, 5:50 a.m,
DPS assisted SPD with information captured from auto prowl
incident in the Douglas Garage.
Auto Prowl
Monday, April 2, 1:20 p.m
Off-campus student reported an auto prowl of a vehicle off
campus; a wallet was taken, but there was no damage to
the vehicle.
Accident, Occupational
Monday, April 2, 2:20 p.m.
A Casey employee reported a trip and fall while moving fur-
niture but declined medical attention.
Suspicious Circumstances
Tuesday, April 3, 6:35 a.m.
A student repotted unknown non-affiliate male knocking
and peering into windows of residence; DPS instructed stu-
dent to call 911. DPS is helping to monitor situation.
Welfare Check
Tuesday, April 3, 2:30 p.m.
A parent requested welfare check on resident student; DPS
contacted HRL.
Possible Indecent Exposure
Tuesday, April 3, 5 p.m.
A female student witnessed a possibly lewd act by a male in
south stairwell; an area check was conducted, but DPS was
unable to locate the male.
B8BSS|
et cetera
Medical Assist
Wednesday, April 4,12 p.m.
DPS responded to a reportof a student passing out; student
was escorted to Student Health Center for furthercare.
Medical Assist
Wednesday, April 4, 1:45 p.m,
Student complained of difficulty breathing and chest pain,
student was evaluated by SFD; DPS escorted the student
back to residence.
Auto Prowl
Wednesday, April 4, 9:05 p.m,
A student reported personal items were removed from a
vehicle; entry was gained through a broken window.
Narcotics
Wednesday, April 4, 11:40 p.m,
DPS/HRL contacted residence for burning odor; occupants
were documented for marijuana.
HRL Medical Assist
Thursday, April 5,1:20 p.m
DPS contacted an intoxicated non-affiliate male; male was
taken to a local sobering center.
Indecent Exposure
Thursday, April 5, 2:20 p.m,
Students reported being chased by a non-affiliate naked male;
DPS & SPD contacted male and placed him into custody.
Suspect was a registered sex offender.
Theft
Thursday, April 5, 6 p.m,
Astudent reported bicycle and cable lock removed from uni-
versity bike rack.
Auto Prowl
Thursday, April 5, 6:20 p.m.
Derrick McLean
Junior, Psychology
“Civic disobedience requires the
acceptance of punishment to
further highlight social justice.”
Sean Mackinson
Freshman, Environmental Studies
“Yes, it is justified when it
comes to the point that a
person has been killed and
nothing has been done.”
Yes, it’s justified to break rules in congress
because rules are guidelines and some
guidelines need to be broken to prove a
point. Sammi Pace
Sophomore, Environmental Studies
Several students reported personal items removed from ve-
hicles; entry gained through broken window.
Disturbance
Thursday, April 5, 1:45 p.nv
University official requested assistance during public meeting;
DPS and SPD responded due to repeated disturbances by
a number of non-affiliates.
Suspicious Person
Thursday, April 5, 11:15 p.m,
Achapel employee reported a non-affiliate male being unco-
operative; DPS contacted individual and escorted off campus.
Disturbance
Friday, April 6, 2:20 a.m,
SPD broke up a Seattle U party at a private residence; stu-
dents were forwarded to Conduct.
Disturbance
Friday, April 6, 3:50 a.m,
DPS responded to a resident student experiencing multiple
seizures; transportedvia AMR to hospital and notified HRL.
Student Health Center Medical Assist
Friday, April 6, 8 p.m.
Non-affiliate intoxicated male requesting medical attention;
transported via AMR to hospital.
Trespass Warned
Saturday, April 6, 12:30 p.m,
DPS contacted a non-affiliate male loitering in restroom; male
uncooperative, trespassed warned from property.
Safety Assist
Saturday, April 6, 2 p.m.
Bellarmine elevator not working; requested after hour service
from elevator contractor.
Laura Durand
Freshman, Nursing
“I can see both sides, that the
House has strict rules, but what
he did got attention and that
was what he was looking for.”
Interviews and photos by Loren Elliott
April 11, 2012
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Should we blame the tool or the user?
Exploring the implications of
US firearms law
Recent violence raises questions about self-defense laws
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
In Sanford, Fla., Trayvon Martin, 17,
was walking through a gated community to
his father’s house on Feb. 26 when he was
spotted by 28-year-old George Zimmerman.
Zimmerman, who was patrolling the neigh-
borhood, called the police expressing his sus-
picions ofMartin and then proceeded to fol-
low him. A confrontation ensued and ended
when Zimmerman shot and killed Martin,
who was unarmed.
Since Martins death, the nation has been
in an uproar. Raising disturbing questions
about gun control in the United States, the
incident has opened the doorway for leg-
islators to reexamine the American right
to self-defense.
The law driving this discussionis the 2005
Stand Your Ground law, which essentially
permits any person to employ justifiable force
in self-defense when there is reasonable be-
lief of a threat, even if that force is deadly.
Stand Your Ground is the law preventing
Zimmermans arrest.
Expanding on the Castle Doctrine prac-
ticed in Florida and many other states prior
to 2005, Stand Your Ground does not out-
line a duty to retreat instead of resorting to
force when defending oneself. In cases like
Zimmerman’s, this expansion on the Castle
Doctrine becomes controversial when those
acting in self-defense seem to activelypursue
the person they believed to be threatening.
Since the instatement ofStand Your Ground,
there have been several Florida cases in which
assault charges were dismissed based on a
Stand Your Ground defense.
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On Thursday, a task force investigating
the Stand Your Ground Law held a panel
meeting in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. in response
to the national upset following Martin’s
death. According to The Miami Herald, the
task force aimed to recommend changes be
made to Stand Your Ground or recommend
that it be repealed entirely.
Florida is not the only state with a
Stand Your Ground law. According to The
Washington Post, at least 30 states, includ-
ing Washington, have some version of the
expanded Castle Doctrine. Since states have
passed similar expansions, the number ofjus-
tifiable homicides has increased significantly
throughout the nation.
Justifiable or unjustifiable, it seems that
gun violence has been particularly discon-
certing in Seattle this year. Between January
In March alone, Washington’s
Department of Licensing saw
12,000 licenses renewed,
replaced or requested
and the end of February, 14 gun-related
aggravated assaults and nine homicide in-
vestigations occurred in Seattle, according
to The Stranger. This onslaught ofviolence
prompted Mayor Mike McGinn to declare
Seattle’s recent gun violence a “public safety
emergency” and precincts to deploy more of-
ficers on the street than usual.
Compared to recent years in which
5,000 - 8000
358,335 pistol licenses
violence appeared to be decreasing in Seattle,
this year’s surge is particularly discouraging.
In 2011, Seattle saw an overall decrease
in violence, but it is not clear whether or
not that decrease also meant a decrease in
gun violence. The number of total homicide
cases both gun-related and non-gun-related
dropped 16 percent from 2010. Robbery
cases and vehicle theft, crimes often associ-
ated with the use ofa firearm, also dropped
2 percent.
According to the National Rifle
Association - Institute of Legislative Action
(NRA-ILA), state law in Washington requires
a license to carry a concealed weapon, but
does riot require a license to carry a weapon
in the owner’s home or place of business.
The number ofpeople with concealed pistol
licenses in Washington is higher than it has
been in years, a trend that some attribute to
2012s rise in crime.
Currently, 358,335 Washington gun
owners have concealed weapon licenses, ac-
cording to King 5 News. In March alone,
Washington’s Department of Licensing
saw 12,000 licenses renewed, replaced
or requested.
Nationwide, it seems that Washington
falls in the middle statistically when it comes
to gun violence. Accordingto The Guardian,
Washington had 73 gun-related murders in
2010, which was just over 60 percent of
all murders that year. Per 100,000
of the
population, Washington had a total of 1.38
firearms murders.
Although states like NewYork and Illinois
have stricter gun control laws, it does not
necessarily mean gun violence in those states
is traditionally lower than in states with less
A
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control. In 2010, Illinois saw 2.81 and New
York saw 2.64 firearms murders per 100,000
of the population. Louisiana’s gun laws are
similar to Washington’s and Louisiana had
the highest gun violence rate in 2010 with
7.75 firearms murders per 100,000 of the
population, according to The Guardian.
Other gun violence cases this year have
also drawnattention to the nation’s approach
to gun control.
In February, 17-year-old T.J. Lane
brought a gun to Chardon High School in
Ohio and shot five fellowstudents in the caf-
eteria. Three werekilled. Earlier this month,
One Goh was accused ofkilling seven people
at Oikos University in California where he
was a former student.
According to CBS News, Lane likely
used his grandfather’s gun. Typically stored
in the garage, the gun was noticed miss-
ing after the shooting occurred. Goh’s sus-
pected weapon was found submerged in an
Oakland estuary on Friday. The .45-caliber
semiautomatic handgun had the same serial
number as a gun Goh purchased earlier this
year. The gun was legally purchased accord-
ing to ABC7 News.
Both cases, echoing some trends that
characterized the Columbine High School
massacre of 1999 and the Virginia Tech mas-
sacre of2007, act as incidences reinforcing
the gun control discussion that Martin’s
death has sparked. Occurringwithin months
of one another, it looks as ifAmerica’s gun
control policy cannot be ignored during the
remainder of 2012.
Kellie may be contacted at
kcox@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/features
Supporters say ignorance more dangerous than firearms
Caroline Ferguson
Staff Writer
Washington has a reputation for being
one of the more liberal states in the union,
so it may come as a surprise that the Brady
Campaign, an anti-gun organization, decried
Washingtons “weak gun laws that help feed
the illegal gun market, allow the sale of guns
without background checks and allow the
sale ofmilitary-style assault weapons.”
So how easy is it
fora Washington resident
to obtain a gun? According to John Clarke,
a firearms instructor at Wade’s Eastside
Guns in Bellevue, not as easy as the Brady
Campaign might have you believe.
“Gun stores don’t sell guns to criminals
because of the background checks involved,”
said Clarke.
Buying a gun at Wade’s Eastside Guns
requires valid photo identification with a
current address, a background check (unless
one is purchasing a rifle or shotgun), as well
as a five-day waiting period for those without
a concealed pistol license.
According to the King County Sheriffs
website, to apply for a concealed weapons
permit one must be at least 21 years of age,
a citizen of the United States or a perma-
nent resident alien, and a current resident of
King County. In addition, photo identifica-
tion and a fee of $52.50 are required. The
Handgun Wait Period in Days
three-page application requires basic contact
information as well as disclosure ofany his-
tory of domestic assault, controlled substance
abuse, or institutionalization, among other
basic background checks.
You can bang it against
a wall, you can throw it
in a dumpster — [a gun]
won’t do anything unless
there’s a bullet in it
“I don’t think there’s any need for it to be
any harder [to buy a gun in Washington],”
Clarke said.
However, Clarke did note that receiving
firearm training before purchasing a gun is
not required by law in Washington state.
Seattle University junior and
Marksmanship Club President Kelvin Luu
called the odds of an accident by a respon-
sible gun owner “very slim.”
Kelvin Luu
President, Marksmanship Club
“You can bang it against a wall, you can
throw it in a dumpster - [a gun] won’t do
anything unless there’s a bullet in it.”
All Marksmanship Club members under-
go safety training before they are allowed to
begin shooting independently. Safety training
consists ofan instructional video, a hands-on
presentation with an inert gun by club head
and English professorAndrewTadie, and su-
pervised rifle shooting. The Marksmanship
Club is one of the oldest clubs on campus,
and its members have never had an accident.
“We teach students to use the tools that
society has so that if they ever have to use [a
gun] they are able to,” said Luu.
Senior James Nolan has his doubts about
gun safety.
“My problem with guns in general is their
use.... More often than not I feel they’re used
irresponsibly or they’re mismanaged.”
Nolan frowns upon handguns and thinks
that they have no purpose other than killing
human beings.
According to Clarke, the majority of
Wade’s Eastside Guns’ customers buy guns
for self-defense purposes. He sees this as a
necessity, and thinks that every familyshould
own at least one gun.
“Can
you imagine the average house-
wife defending her life with a baseball bat?”
he asked.
However, some argue that violence can
Illustrations by André Wyatt
only lead to more violence.
“Is pulling out a gun going to turn what
would have been a non-violent robbery into
a fatal situation?” Nolan asked.
He also stressed the importance of exam-
ining the systematic inequalities that lead to
robberies and other such crimes thatare often
met with violence.
Regardless of whether gun violence is ever
justified, some wonder whetherstricter gun laws
would help to quell violence in Seattle at all.
“There are many, many ways to obtain a
gun,” Luu said. “If somebody really wants
to do something, making it easier or harder
[to buy a gun legally] is not really going to
stop [them] Throwing up a few more gun
laws does not seem to be the right way to go
about it.”
Clarke mentioned that states with the
strongest gun laws tend to have the most gun
violence. However, a report from the Brady
Campaign refuted this claim.
If there is anything that both sides agree
on, it is that guns aren’t going away any
time soon.
“We have to learn to live in a world with
guns,” Luu said. “In that world I want every-
one to knowhow to use a gun and [be] famil-
iar with them so no one is afraid of them.”
Caroline may be reached at
cferguson@su-spectator.com
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Of dream creatures and aboriginal Armageddon
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
The creatures that loom before you are
unlike anything you have ever seen.
Their eyes crazed and colored, their
clothes patterned. One is sitting, poised
at a tiny piano-like instrument, its head,
skull-like with horns protruding from
both sides, stares past you. Standing is a
figure with the body of a human but the
head of a donkey. Its gaze is up so you
follow the path with your own eyes to see
a third creature, flying and taunting the
The very first piece
Rozich painted came
to her in a dream
others with a small bird hooked onto a
pole. Around the three creatures are other
birds, suspended mid-flight, their feathers
floating around them. Two small, green
bat-like creatures wait around an open
pizza box as one drinks from a Rainier
beer can.
Had you encountered this scene on
your walk to class or as you strolled
through the park, it would have been out
of place. But in the Flatcolor Gallery,
painted as a tall mural upon a stark white
wall, the image is the perfect attention-
grabbing centerpiece for artist Stacey
Rozich’s new exhibit.
The inspiration for these paint-
ings was drawn from Rozich’s
Croatian heritage.
the spectator
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“I started to see that there was some
weight in where my father’s family
came from,” said Rozich. “It was a lit-
tle more important to me than I had
originally thought.”
Though much that she had known
about this part of her past centered about
the area’s war-torn communities, she de-
cided to focus in on the artistic aspects of
the culture instead.
“The costumes, and the embroidery
and the motifs and all the traditions were
really, really beautiful to me,” she said.
This exhibit is Rozich’s second solo
show and the last show ever at the
Flatcolor Gallery. The title, “The Last
Wave,” is therefore a very appropriate
name. However, that was not where the
idea for this name began.
The very first piece Rozich painted
came to her in a dream. This reminded her
of the movie the “The Last Wave,” which
follows a lawyer in Australia who worked
a court case involving a group of aborigi-
nal men. Throughout the film he begins
having dreams of a giant wave ending
civilization, an aboriginal Armageddon,
the last wave.
According to Rozich, this exhibit came
together seamlessly because ideas such as
that dream had been sitting with her for
a long time.
“It was all ready to come out,” she
said. “It had been a couple months since
I really put this much energy into a body
of work.”
Though the images within her artwork
as a whole might be something entirely
new to people, there are elements of the
pieces that might catch the viewer’s atten-
tion. Perhaps the image reminds them
of something — a story they heard or
a dream they had or something
familiar that connects them to
Rozich
-2012-
the piece,
This is the experience Rozich wants
viewers to have with her work.
Each piece means something to her but
the images could mean something entirely
different to someone else.
And that’s the point.
“Personal connection is a big factor.
I just want [viewers] to feel something,”
This reminded her of
the movie “The Last
Wave,” which follows a
lawyer in Australia.
she said.
Her images are folkloric. Each one
containing intricately designed creatures
with hooves or wings or claws, often in-
teracting with another figure within the
frame. Sometimes the images seem violent
or grotesque — a creature split in half, a
skulled figure carrying a gun — but there
are still pieces of the watercolor painting
that continue to draw the viewer-in: a de-
sire to understand the painting, the bright
colors and attention to detail.
These components are nearly always
paired with a stark white background.
This keeps her work fresh and interest-
ing, said Bryan Feddern who helped to put
the show together.
“A lot of times people do work like this
and it’ll get
old really quickly,” said Feddern. “From a
distance
... it may not really register with
people how intricate the pieces are.”
Her style is unique and is something
she has molded and developed over time.
“I’ve been doing art forever,” she said.
“Mydad encouraged me to draw every day
and I really took that to heart.”
Rozich attributes much of her current
success to this daily encouragement and
familial support.
She attended art school in California
for two years but then dropped out.
“I learned so much there I kind of al-
most felt like I learned enough for what
I wanted,” she said. “I kind of started to
get bored.”
After moving back to Seattle and get-
ting a studio, Rozich began to develop
more of her own style. Without deadlines
and assignments, she was able to experi-
ment within the folkloric designs she
uses today.
Many showed up at the gal-
lery last Thursday to experience this
style firsthand.
“I think it’s beautiful,” said Ashley
Flanagan, who came to see the artwork.
“It’s very colorful and a lot of energy and
just fun to see. She pays a lot ofattention
to detail, especially in the drawings with
hair, which I like.”
Her artwork will be at the Flatcolor
Gallery until April 27.
Colleen may be reached at
cfontana@su-spectator.com
Rozich2012
su-spectator.com/fentertainment
KSUB brings the party to the garden this weekend
Armed with Legs takes a break from recording to pose on Monday, April 4. The band
records in their home basement.
Holly Martinez
Staff Writer
KSUB, Seattle University’s radio sta-
tion, is looking forward to one of its larg-
est events of the year.
“Were trying to do something for the
listeners of KSUB, and for the students
of Seattle U that we may not be able to
do again,” said KSUB’s promotions direc-
tor Andrew Harris. “We have very little
Homelessness exhibit sheds light on those without
Grace Stetson
Staff Writer
Living in a city like Seattle
has many advantages: extensive
public transportation, loads of
resources and hundreds of thou-
sands of people. Yet, for some
families, getting by is a constant
struggle because of one factor in
particular: homelessness.
Seattle University’s Project
on Family Homelessness, es-
tablished in 2010, explored this
tragic situation throughout the
I hope [the exhibit] will
have an impact on
public understanding
state of Washington with the
talents of six organizations, ex-
plained Project Coordinator
of Journalism Fellowships
Catherine Hinrichsen.
The initial genesis of the
project stemmed from the Bill
and Melinda Gates Foundation,
which wants to end fam-
ily homelessness in the state
ofWashington.
“The GatesFoundation want-
ed to increase public awareness
about family homelessness, the
prevalence and the solutions,”
said Hinrichsen. “They con-
tacted Seattle U and asked if we
would be interested in establish-
ing a fellowship program specifi-
cally about family homelessness
in 2010.”
April 11, 2012
Barry Mitzman
Communications Professor
From this fellowship, Seattle
University contacted six organi-
zations and independent jour-
nalists, including the Seattle
Times, the PBS News Hour
and Real Change, to come and
study family homelessness.
Each of the groups had a stu-
dent research team in spring
quarter of 2010 and took field
trips to see providers-in-ac-
tion helping homeless families
throughout Washington.
From the research gathered
both independently and with
the university, each group be-
gan to develop their own news
projects on family homeless-
ness. According to Hinrichsen,
the Seattle Times was able to run
a three-part series of front page
stories everyday for three days
about the research they gathered
through this project.
One of the journalists who
worked on this project, Dan
Lamont, didn’t have the natural
outlet to showcase his discoveries
from the project like the other
groups had. When the National
Center for Homelessness decided
to create a travelling photo ex-
hibit earlier this year, they wished
for local elements to be present
in each city the exhibit went to.
Luckily, Lamont’s photos could
be shown to the public through
this medium when the exhibit
came to Seattle on April 4.
“I grew up in the Vietnam War
era and felt that you went out
and took on these issues,” said
Lamont at the opening of the ex-
hibit on April 4. “[Professor of
communication] Barry Mitzman
called me and told me about this
project with the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation and I jumped
at the chance.”
funding as it is, and our budget is getting
cut another 10 percent next year.”
Harris, KSUB’s collection ofDJs, advi-
sors, staffand volunteerswant to change that.
Next week KSUB will be hosting a
heavily anticipated event on campus,
cleverly named The Garden Party. This
event gathers together a whole host of lo-
cal talent who have agreed to perform free
of charge and for the “love of KSUB,”
explained Harris.
Loren Elliott | The Spectator
Photojournalist and Seattle University journalism fellow Dan Lamont is pictured with one of his photos in
the “Looking Into Light” photo exhibit at Seattle City Hall on Wednesday, April 4. The exhibit, on display
until April 27, is sponsored by the National Center on Family Homelessness.
Mitzman said that family
homelessness has had a major
focus for many years now.
“The funding [we received]
from the foundation allowed us
to create this journalism fellow-
ship looking into family home-
lessness through which we could
increase awareness about the is-
sue,” he said.
Lamont worked with six fami-
lies on this particular project in
cities such as Yakima, Colville
and Bellevue. One story that
Lamont told is that of Corey, a
young Marine who had to hon-
orably discharge from the mili-
tary due to family issues back in
the U.S.
“He’s this 21-year-old with a
three-month-old baby who had
“Most of these bands have worked
with us in the past,” he continued. “I
wish we could afford to pay them, I’d love
to pay them, and we just can’t afford it.
Everything these individuals and groups
are doing is for the love of music, and
from the-goodness of their hearts.”
The Garden Party is set to take place at
Seattle U’s Tea Garden on Saturday, April
14 from 3:30 to 6:30 p.m. This outdoor
event is the first to ever take place at the
Tea Garden and will consist of fresh lo-
cal talent, including Seattle U band Feet,
Armed With Legs, Julia Massey and the
Five Finger Discount, The Hoot Hoots,
and other surprise guests.
The KSUB crew has been planning
The Garden Party for months.
“One thing that makes this event so
exciting is that anyone can attend,” Harris
said. “Most other venues close by don’t al-
low anyone under the age of21 to attend
events, I want students to have a place
to experience great music regardless of
their age.”
“While we are desperate, we still have
standards,” Harris said. “We want the best
of Seattle’s talent.”
The Garden Party is free and open
to the public, who may come and go as
they please. The main goal ofThe Garden
Party is to bring awareness to KSUB
and heighten their listenership on and
off campus.
“We want people to know we exist,
arts & entertainment
never done this before,” he said.
“But he turned out to be really
well-equipped and found his way
through the maze.”
Mitzman continued by stat-
ing that while there are a num-
ber of foundations in the Seattle
area that aid homeless families,
the message behind this exhibit,
as well as the project, is to in-
crease awareness about family
homelessness.
“The exhibit in city hall will
be sign by elected officials and
people that can really make
change in this issue,” Mitzman
said. “I hope that [the ex-
hibit] will have an impact on
public understanding.”
Lamont hopes that the exhib-
it, as well as other information
listen to our station, like what they hear,
and want more,” Harris said.
In addition to The Garden Party and
their stage at Quadstock, KSUB hosts live
shows every Friday from their lounge. All
are welcome to drop by and check out
the talent.
Tune in to KSUB at 89.1FM, or live
stream the station from their website at
While we are desperate, we
still have standards. We want
the best of Seattle’s talent
www.ksubseattle.org.
“The Garden Party will be unlike
anything to ever take place on campus,”
Harris said. “We’re way outside the box
because we have to be, we are Seattle U.”
KSUB is located in the basement of
Campion residence hall near the Cave.
“No one even knows we’re down here,”
Harris said. “The only time people come
to the KSUB lounge is if they’re lost.”
Holly may be reached at
hmartinez@su-spectator.com
_
about family homelessness, will
cause individuals to gain some
curiosity and look more deeply
at the situation that people
are experiencing.
“I truly hope that the people
who come to this exhibit will
look at these people and realize
that [the people in the photos]
are people just like me,” he said.
As of Wednesday, Lamont’s
works, along with photos from
the National Center on Family
Homelessness, were put on dis-
play in Seattle’s City Hall. The
photos will be up until Friday,
April 27 when the exhibit will
move to Olympia.
Grace may be reached at
gstetson@su-spectator.com
Andrew Harris
KSUB Promotions Director
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
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Into plein air
Remembering Christopher Martin Hoff: 1976 - 2012
Illustrationby Maria DeMiero
the spectator arts & entertainment
Bianca Sewake
StaffWriter
If you were walking on a sidewalk downtown,
or turning a corner on Capitol Hill, you prob-
ably at least once came across a man who had his
easel set up. He would probably have his head-
phones on, not minding anything going around
him, but concentrating on painting the landscape
set in front of him. Though he seemed to be in a
world of his own, he didn’t seem to mind when
people would come by and chat with him. This
would be plein air painter Christopher Hoff. Not
many artists in Seattle practice the kind of art
Hoff is known for. It takes guts and dedication
to brave the rain and the cold, all for the sake of
getting a good painting. This is part ofwhat made
Hoff special.
On Friday, March 30, Christopher Hoffpassed
away in his home due to heart failure. That day,
the city lost something special.
It was more than 10 years ago when Hoff left
his hometown in Georgia in his Volkwagen Bug.
He didn’t make the move alone. Artist Michael
Fransen, who later became one of HofFs good
friends, followed. After white knuckle driving
through what Fransen called “snow that no man
should drive through,” they entered into the city
of Seattle.
“It was Thanksgiving 2000. ... We both es-
caped our hometowns, just gone on this horren-
dous journey, arrived in this wonderful city, which
we couldn’t believe. ... We came down the pass,
drove
over a lake, into a mountain. It was just
a beautiful way to come into a city like that,”
said Fransen.
They bought a two-bedroom apartment on
Capitol Hill and remained there for about a year.
It’s not hard to imagine Hoff taking a walk one
day, observing the details ofthe city and recording
them in his journal that he always had with him.
However it happened, Hoffdecided to check out
the Martin-Zambito Gallery, which was located
just a few blocks away from where he lived.
Hoff didn’t say much to gallery owner David
Martin, except for maybe a “Hello, how are you?”
It would take
a few more visits from Hoff before
he approached Martin to say he liked the work
he had on display at the gallery, made it known
he was an artist, and asked if Martin would take
a look at his work.
“We sold vintage art from the 1920s, 30s and
40s. So he wasn’t trying to get me to represent
him, he was just wanting me to take a look at his
artwork,” said Martin. And though Hoffs outward
appearance would seem quiet, his artwork spoke
volumes to the skill and talent he possessed.
“I was kind ofsurprised at how good he was be-
cause he was pretty young. ... He showed me some
oils that he had done just basically of the neigh-
borhood he lived in on Capitol Hill. ... I thought
they were pretty amazing. In fact, I thought they
were better than a lot of stuff that I have seen in
galleries. So, I encouraged him to keep coming
in and show me his work and talk about art and
everything,” Martin said.
Martin wouldn’t be the only person who,
upon seeing Hoffs work, was blown away. Hoff
received a similar reaction with artistChristopher
Hydinger on their first meeting at a coffee shop
through a mutual friend. Hoff showed Hydinger
a portfolio of his work, and Hydinger loved
them immediately.
Hoff gave his first show in a small cafe, but
later earned representation by the Linda Hodges
Gallery, where he would show his work every
year and a half in groups or solo.
“It was highly regarded and [the audi-
ence] loved it. Of course, not everybody
talks about it the same, but he had a huge
growing fan base,” said Linda Hodges,
Hoffs representative and owner of the
Linda Hodges Gallery.
If there’s one thing that made
Hoffs artwork special, you can find it in
his process. Hoff really looked at what he was
“I also don’t even understand how he was so
socially active. I can’t add the number in my heacj
how he maintains all of it.” Fransen said. “I’m
going to steal that, actually. I’m literally going to
steal how he dealt with other people. ... I just like
the
way
he didn’t talk badly about other people,
whereas that’s a trap I’ve fallen into in the past.”
But it was these relationships, more than any-
thing that Hoffcared about. He sacrificed having a
car, material goods and other things peoplewould
want in life. He didn’t need much. All he wanted
was to dedicate his time to art and enjoy the bond
he shared with his friends.
painting. When Hoff looked at the landscapes
before him, he looked at all of it.
“Hoffreally, really liked form. He liked archi-
tecture,” said Hydinger. “I think he liked details.
I think he liked architectural nuance, here things
met other things that you literally would have to
get up to even see. It’s not something like, ‘oh
rusted steel,’ but how’s that rusted steel welded
at that particular point and how it joins with this
other. That to me was where I think his paintings
started: observation.”
His observations led to “documentation, medi-
tation, revisiting, perhaps some kind of sketches,
maybe just in the notebook. And then actual-
ization, effort, work, discipline, integrity, color,
all the things you do when you’re a painter,”
Hydinger said.
But Hoffwas not an overly calculating person.
In fact, he liked experimentation, but did so with
subtleness.
"He definitely modified things slightly.
Highlight cracks, draw your eyes this way. He
made things on the visual spectrum pop up,”
Fransen said.
Hydinger noted that in one of Hoffs paintings,
he could have sworn the posters so commonly
seen on telephone poles became made up posters
in Hoffs paintings.
That secret experimental nature was somewhat
telling of Hoff as a person. Although most people
may have assumed he was a quiet sheltered artist,
in reality he was more social than most.
“It’s so weird to me that people thought he
was a secluded, almost like overly private per-
son because he was more active than I was,”
Hydinger said.
Hoffs passing was a shock to the local artistic
community. As a young, talented artist, he was on
the rise before his death.
“I think he was just about to be on the cusp
of that paradigm shift. And I say that as an art-
ist and someone who’s familiar with the details
of that arc and what it really takes to get to that
point,” Hydinger said. “I have no doubt in my
mind that is what was happening because that
was what was happening when I first met him. It
happened for the next nine years, so why wouldn’t
itkeep happening? So on that professional level, I
think that the art world and in the very least, the
Pacific Northwest lost what was in my opinion,
one of the future great masters of the medium.”
But more than anything, the relationships he
created will be missed the most.
“He taught me to see in a new way. Every time
I look around and I see a sign or a light or a line
in the sidewalk or crack or the rain. ... He helped
me to see with fresh eyes. And that is something
I’ll never forget. That’s hard to accomplish from
a jaded eye viewer,” Hodges said.
“I loved his artwork very much, but I loved
him even more than his artwork and if I could
trade not having any of his artwork for having him
back for five minutes, I’d do it in a split second,”
Martin said.
And even further beyond his close relation-
ships, Hoffwill be missed for something more. By
so tirelessly recreating the landscape ofthe city, he
became a crucial part of it. The cityscape will feel
a little less complete without Hoff, and his easel,
standing on the sidewalk doing what he loved.
Bianca may be reached at
bsewake@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/entertainment
18 and not pregnant: Savage U launches on MTV
Frances Dinger
Editor-in-Chief
Teen pregnancy is down to its
lowest rate since 1946, presum-
ably due to increased access to
comprehensive sex educationand
birth control, but college stu-
dents still have questions about
sex. Well, Seattle’s most popular
relationship columnist has an-
swers — some of the time.
Last week, Dan Savage
launched his new MTV show,
“Savage U,” in which he travels
to college campuses and offers
sex and love advice to students,
helping them navigate the com-
plicated territory ofrelationships
and hook ups in college.
“All they really covered in
[high school sex ed] classes is re-
productive biology,” said Savage
on NPR’s “Talk of the Nation.”
“Negotiating relationships ...
that’s the hard part.”
That complexity did indeed
come through in the series’ first
episode, at least sort of.
As a weekly listener to Dan
Savage’s “Lovecast,” I was pretty
excited when I heard about the
launch of “Savage U,” Dan’s new
MTV show about sexual culture
on college campuses. Savage is
the founder of the It Gets Better
Project, and a no-nonsense kind
of radio personality/advice col-
umnist. The likelihood that he
April 11, 2012
Teen pregnancies are at their
lowest since reporting began.
2011: 34.3 births per 1,000 teens
1991: 61.8 births per 1,000 teens
1957: 96.3 births per 1,000 teens
Estimates suggest that even though young people between 15 and
24 years of age represent only 25 percent of the sexually-experienced
population, they acquire nearly half of all new STDs.
Statistics from the CDC
would rip a new one for some
misogynistic frat boys seemed
high. However, “Savage U” seems
to be just more watered down,
backwards thinking entertain-
ment fodder rather than totally
educational programming and
contained a minimum amount
All they really covered
in [high school
sex ed] classes is
reproductive biology.
of Savage’s usual content about
ethical relationships.
I’m not saying learning
shouldn’t be fun, but you can
see where MTV’s produc-
ers had a guiding hand in
Savage’s rhetoric.
In a scene early in the first
episode, Savage asks three young
men about their opinion on
“sluts” and they all agree that
they would not marry or date
one but would “definitely” hook
up with one. In his podcast,
Savage is openly anti-slut sham-
ing, but before he could set the
Dan Savage
Savage U
bros straight, the camera cuts to
another scene. What’s most dis-
turbing about this is that a ma-
jority of MTV’s demographic is
under 18.
According to Pulse, a quar-
terly report put out by MTV’s
parent company Viacom,
the
network’s primary demographic
is in the 12 to 24 age range. And
because, as Savage often points
out, parents are unwilling to talk
about sexual culture with their
children, they will find it else-
where. If “elsewhere” includes
MTV, that means teens are hav-
ing heteronormative, misogynis-
tic and somewhat sex-negative
attitudes modeled for them.
The first episode was a pilot,
and series generally get better af-
ter the first episode, but it seems
clear that MTV is set on creating
entertainment more than an edu-
cational programming. And that
is MTV’s right as a network to
make that decision, but it is un-
fortunate to see that the conver-
sation around young adult sexu-
ality is still pretty stunted, even
on what is an allegedly rebellious
and unconventional network.
That said, there is no doubt
that a completely educational
program would not survive on
MTV. The 12 to 24 age bracket
wants to laugh, and Savage does
indeed provide that.
More alarming than the
arts & entertainment
watered down advice though
is the reckless behavior exhib-
ited by some of the students
Savage interviewed. Toward the
end of the episode, he chas-
tises a male student who said
he and his girlfriend did not
use any form of contraception
during intercourse.
Savage asked, “What are
you going to do when she
gets pregnant?”
Pregnancy is at its lowest ever
among teens with 34.3 births
per 1,000 teenagers, but STDs
are still high among teens and
twenty-somethings.
“Estimates suggest that even
though young people between
15 and 24 years of age represent
only 25 [percent] of the sexual-
You can see where
MTV’s producers
had a guiding hand
in Savage’s rhetoric.
ly-experienced population, they
acquire nearly half of all new
STDs,” the CDC wrote in a re-
Savage doesn’t cite statis-
tics, but he is not lacking in
cent report.
Teens are choosing
to wait longer to have
sex. Above, percentages
of high schoolers who
have had intercourse.
the spectator
common sense.
Savage has his limitations and
television producers have their
agendas. Though the show is
flawed and definitely indicative
about American culture’s remain-
ing sexual hang-ups, perhaps this
is evidence of a media shift in
which we can openly talk about
sex which includes the talk that
you don’t have to have sex ifyou
don’t want to.
Savage has been criticized for
being insensitive to asexuals,
ignorant of trans issues and for
making the occasional off color
remark about one thing or an-
other, but he is one of few media
figures willing to use colloquial
language when talking about
sexuality to teens. He promotes
healthy relationships, tells people
to wait if they don’t feel ready
for an experience, and promotes
a no-tolerance policy on abuse
and victim-blaming. These are
messages that remain relevant
across demographics.
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
Because of press deadlines, The
Spectator was unable to view the sec-
ond episode of“Savage U” before going
to print.
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Newman named Great West
Junior tennis player Lindsey Newman returns the ball during practice at Seattle University's tennis courts
on Wednesday, April 4. Newman was recently named Great West Player of the Week after going unde-
feated in her four singles matches over spring break.
Baseball experiences ups and downs against WSU
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
Seattle University’s baseball
series against Washington State
University in Pullman from April
5 to 7 resembled a roller coaster
ride from start to finish.
The last game of the series
marked a win to be cemented in
Seattle U baseball history, with the
Redhawks beating the Cougars
for the first time since baseball
was reinstated at Seattle U three
years ago.
“[The win] is a neat mark for
this team to always have as a mem-
ory to fall backon,” said headcoach
Donny Harrel. “It’s a very special
moment that none of these guys
will forget.”
Down by one going into the
eighth inning, senior first baseman
Riley Tompkins drove in two runs
to put Seattle U up 5-4.
Junior Eric Yardley then
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came in to pitch the bottom of
the ninth and did not give up
any hits or runs to ensure the
Redhawks a win.
Even though the pivotal plays
were in the last two innings, the win
was a whole team collaboration.
“Garrett Anderson came in
when the score was tied 3-3, only
allowing one run from two hits
during three and two-thirds in-
nings,” Harrel said.
Junior infielder Nate Roberts
led the team with three hits for
Saturdays game, while sophomore
Ryan Somers and Tompkins each
had two hits a piece.
Friday’s 19-1 loss was a different
story entirely.
Senior Michael Tevlin secured a
run in the ninth inning to ensure
the game was not a shutout, but
that was the only highlight of the
game for the Redhawks.
“Every pitcher couldn’t seem to
get any run support to get [WSU’s
players] out,” Harrel said. “The
pitching staff let too many walks
by, [the team] didn’t play particu-
larly good defense and there were
not any big hits early to keep the
The win is a neat mark
for the team to always
have as a memory
to fall back on
game close.”
On Thursday, the 2-1 loss was
the result ofmultiple pinch plays by
WSU in the bottom of the ninth.
“[Our team] was just on the
wrong end ofa really good baseball
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Donny Harrel
Head Coach
Player of the Week
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
Junior women’s tennis player
Lindsey Newman was named Great
West Player of the Week March 30,
capping aspring break in which she
claimed a 4-0 individual record.
Newman recorded two three
set victories over opponents from
Drake and Southern Utah before
beating North Dakota’s Stephanie
Biehn 6-4, 6-1 at number two
singles and Idaho State’s Katharina
Marsela 6-2, 6-1 at number
one singles.
Commenting on how it felt to
be named Great West Player of
the Week, Newman said, “It’s re-
ally surprising. I mean there are so
many other athletes that I know
are definitely as good as I am if not
better so I was really surprised. I’m
really honored, but I’m really sur-
prised and kind of in amazement
that I got it.”
The win against Idaho State
marked Newman’s first win at
number one singles in her first
match at that position.
Newman also tallied two
doubles wins during the stretch,
taking out Idaho State duo Rilee
Moorhead and Marian Tangarife
with junior partner Nicole Nakaoka
as well as an 8-0 sweep of Southern
Utah’s Ksusha Johnson and Lisa
Plesken with sophomore partner
Anna Lambert.
Newman felt her success was
due to more than just practice.
“I joined a gym over where I
live and I’ve been getting personal
training sessions,” Newman said.
“I’ve been getting matches not just
from people on the team but from
guys I know and grew up playing
tennis with.”
“She has the unique ability to
be really focused in a match. Not
many people have that ability,”
game,” Harrel said. “We came up
on the short end of [the game].”
Senior Brandon Kizer pitched
eight innings, allowing seven hits
and only one earned run.
“Our offensive highlight of the
game was Bryndon Ecklund lead-
ing off the fifth with a double,”
Harrel said. “Then Doug Kincaid
driving Ecklund into home with
another double.”
Looking ahead to the second
half of the season, the Redhawks
need to continue working hard
in order to achieve the number of
wins the team is hoping for.
“The goal is to get 30 wins for
the season and [the team] is at the
halfway point now with 15-12,”
Harrel said. “[The team] would
like to, at minimum, duplicate
that record for the second half of
the season.”
Harrel wants to work on pitch-
ing by eliminating “freebies” by not
walking hitters.
said head coach Mark Frisby. “She
knows where she is going to hit
every ball. A lot of other people
just react.”
The 4-0 stretch over spring
break marks the second time that
Newman has had a similar streak
this season. She compiled a string
of seven straight singles victories
from Jan. 28 to Feb. 10. The recent
victories bring her season record to
16-6 in singles.
“I’m trying to be more consis-
tent and less of the aggressor be-
cause that’s when I usually make
mistakes. I’ve tried to get into my
opponents head a little bit more
since tennis is such a big mental
game,” Newman said.
Frisby also felt that Newman’s
success can be attributed to how she
plays the game.
“Most tennis players run like
crazy, but she doesn’t move,”Frisby
said. “She just stands there and she
knows where the ball is going to
go. You can’t teach that. It’s just an
innate quality.”
“I’ve had Mark Frisby and Jake
Moe as coaches. I was at a com-
munity college before and had Kim
Somerville as a coach. Mwy high
school coach was Tom Cramer.
They have all been such amazing
coaches,” Newman said. “I’ve been
really blessed in my tennis career.
My parents, my family, everyone
who has supported me and pushed
me to be where I’m at today.”
Newman and the rest of the
women’s tennis team can be
seen in upcoming action against
Northern Arizona on April 15 at
Sammamish Club in Issaquah at
9:15 a.m.. These will be the team’s
final home matches before travel-
ing to the Great West Conference
Tournament in Edinburg, Tex.
Kevin may be reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
“We need to get a better job out
of our starting pitching,” Harrel
said. “Kizer’s been our most con-
sistent guy, after that we have had
a little bit ofinconsistency from all
our starters so we just got to get
that back in stride.”
Cleaning up infield play and
taking advantage of run opportu-
nities to get earlier leads are other
aspects Harrel hopes to address.
The Redhawks will be playing
the most of the remaining season
at home, but the stiff competition
is sure to spark some intense games.
“The second halfof the season is
a little bit tougher schedule wise, so
[the team] is going to have to play
better baseball,” Harrel said.
The Redhawks will face Brigham
Young University next on April 12
to 14 at Bannerwood Park and
Cheney Stadium in Seattle.
Ashley can be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
su-spectator.com/sports
Mariners look to improve in coming season
Kevin Dunham
Staff Writer
Seattle Mariners baseball has
returned. The M’s opened the
season with a two game series in
Tokyo, Japan against the Oakland
Athletics. The Mariners split the se-
ries with the A’s, each team taking a
game at the Tokyo Dome.
The Ms won the first game of
the series in the 11th inning after
starting pitcher Felix Hernandez
watched as the bullpen frittered
away the lead they had built be-
hind his pitching. The secondgame
Volleyball continues
spring season at WSU
Jordan Meyers
Staff Writer
After a long winter oflifting and
conditioning, the Seattle University
volleyball team played their first
five games of the spring season in
a single-day tournament hosted by
Washington State University on
April 7 in Pullman, Wash.
Besides the host Cougars, the
Redhawks played University of
Idaho, Montana State University,
Eastern Washington University
and Boise State University in in-
formal, scrimmage-type matches
that are meant to hone the teams’
The spring roster
features 10 girls and
they all saw action
during the 2011 season
skill-sets during the offseason, but
will not factor into the primary sea-
son in the fall.
From the tournament, Seattle U
was onlyable to pull out a win from
EWU, but according to freshman
blocker Alec Goodrie, who finished
last season with 87 kills and 38 to-
tal blocks, the Redhawks were able
to keep the scoreboard margin to a
The Redhawks will be
focusing on perfecting
their offense and
increasing their agility.
minimum throughout the rest of
their other four games.
“I thought the tournament went
really well considering this was our
first time playing together as a team
since fall quarter. I thought our
games got a lot better as the day
went on and as we got back into
the swing of things,” said Goodrie.
As most of the competitors the
Redhawks faced last Saturday oper-
ate on semester schedules, the vol-
leyball team found themselves at
a disadvantage.
“Since their seasons just ended
and we haven’t played together
April 11, 2012
did not go the Mariners way, los-
ing 4-1 while only managing to
get three hits off Athletics starter
Bartolo Colon.
The season looks to be another
step in a rebuilding process, despite
the Mariners adding some new
faces this year. Japanese infielder
Munenori Kawasaki and catcher
Jesus Montero add depth to the
infield andpower at the designated
hitter position.
Montero is coming off a rookie
campaign forthe NewYorkYankees
where he posted a .328 batting av-
erage with 21 hits and four home
since the fall, it was a challenge, but
I think we got progressively better
as the day went on,” Goodrie said,
adding that the team spent a lot of
time during winter quarterworking
on individual technique, which the
girls were able to put into practice
during the tournament.
The games in Pullman put soph-
omore setter Jacquie Brice back on
the court for the first time since a
knee injury left her out ofcommis-
sion last fall.
“A few ofthe girls had an out-
standing day. I thought Brice and
sophomore libero Lani Beadle both
did really well. Itwas especially nice
to have Brice back on the court
with us, and I thought she did awe-
some after being out for so long,”
Goodrie said.
With only three games left in
the spring season, the Redhawks
will be focusing on perfecting their
offense and increasing their agil-
ity for next season in the Western
We’ve really been
trying to create a
new team culture
of working hard
Athletic Conference (WAC).
“In the past, we’ve only been
an independent team, but next
year since we’ll be competing in
the WAC, we’re trying to prepare
for that. We’ve really been trying
to create a new team culture of
working hard and attracting more
supporters for our games,” Goodrie
said.
The spring roster features 10
girls, all of whom saw action dur-
ing the 2011 season.
The Seattle U volleyball team
will begin competition in the
WAC in the 2012 season and
will be eligible for the conference
tournament title as well as the ac-
companying automatic bid to the
NCAA Tournament.
Jordan may be reached at
jmeyers@su-spectator.com
Alec Goodrie
Freshman
runs. Montero should add some
power to a Mariners offense that
is desperately in need of produc-
tion. The 2011 season saw offensive
production that ranked last in the
American League in runs, batting
average, on-base percentage and
slugging percentage.
Mariners pitching tells a dif-
ferent tale, however. Number one
pitcher Felix Hernandez is coming
offa 14-14 year, despite meager run
support. He led the team with a
3.44 ERA and 222 strikeouts dur-
ing the 2011 season. Newcomers
Tijuan Walker and Danny Hultzen
are a few years away
from the start-
ing rotation, but are among the top
ranked minor league prospects.
To most, the overall prospec-
tus doesn’t look bright, given the
strength of the division. The Texas
Rangers are coming off back-to-
back trips to the WorldSeries, and
the Los Angeles Angels picked up
perennial all-star Albert Pujols dur-
ing the offseason. Pujols instantly
adds power to an Angels team that
finished second to the Rangers in
the AL West. In his 11 seasons as
a St. Louis Cardinal, Pujols had a
.328 batting average, and only once
sports the spectator
dropped below .300. He averaged
' 37 home runs per season as well as
110 RBI’s.
Seattle is the only team in the
league with a Japanese owner,
former Nintendo CEO Hiroshi
Yamuchi. They also have one of
the most prolific Japanese players,
outfielder Ichiro Suzuki. The trip
to Japan marked the first time that
Ichiro has returned to Japan in his
12 MLB seasons.
Kevin can be reached at
kdunham@su-spectator.com
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opinion
Stopping the anti-
fem time machine
Now that Rick Santorum has officially announced his resig-
nation from the campaign trail, maybe it is finally the time to
get back to the real questions that face our country. Questions
like, why is Newt Gingrich still in the running? Newt’s check
for the $500 filing fee to get on the Utah primary ballot earlier
this week bounced. Yikes.
But more importantly, perhaps now with Santorum gone,
one of the biggest fires fueling the War on Women will take
a backseat. For a country still racked by economic inequality
and debt, bleeding budget books, fighting over every bill that
goes through congress, it is surreal how the legislative focus
has shifted to what a woman is allowed to do with her body.
Now that the Republican candidate has (probably) been
decided, it would be great if our politicians can start talking
about actual issues again. Ifyou ask most women what their
chief concerns for the next four years were before the election
cycle, I doubt any of them would say defending the basic
rights they have already won. In a country full of stunted
classrooms, unemployed workers and struggling families, why
would we be talking about what women are allowed to do
with their bodies again? Didn’t we talk about this 40 years ago?
This election cycle, America has been made to fight battles
it has already won. The rhetoric has forced us backwards.
Rather than address what is happening now, we have been
trying to figure how to make it awful to have a uterus.
So now, Mitt Romney, please. Please let’s stop the terrible
anti-woman time machine and live in the 21stcentury. Let’s
cut the jibber jabber and quit distracting people from the hard
questions we still have to answer these next four years. There
is plenty to choose from, so let’s get to it.
The Spectator editorial board consists of Frances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Kelton Sears, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, J. Adrian Munger and Sy Bean. Signed
commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. The views expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views of
Seattle University.
U-Wire
Prosecutor to determine Zimmerman fate
The Oracle Editorial Board
The Oracle, U. South Florida
In a sure-to-be hotly debated
decision, special prosecutorAngela
Corey announced that a grand
jury will not examine the case of
Trayvon Martin, a 17-year-old
who was shot and killed in Sanford
by self-proclaimed neighborhood
watchman George Zimmerman.
Corey’s decision means that
The special prosecutor
said the grand jury will
not examine the case
of Trayvon Martin
she alone will decide the fate of
Zimmerman, who said he shot
the teen in self-defense. Though
the move may be an attempt
to provide an unbiased ruling
for Zimmerman in a case that
has polarized the nation, a jury
should still weigh in so that more
than one person considers a very
complicated case.
According to USA Today, only
first-degree murder cases require
the use ofgrand juries in Florida,
meaning Zimmerman will not be
charged with first-degree murder
in the case. Yet he could still be
charged with a felony, such as
manslaughter, and face a long pris-
on stay — perhaps why he set up
an online legal fees fund Monday.
The Martin family’s attor-
ney Benjamin Crump told USA
Today: “We want to believe that
this would be a positive sign that
the prosecutor has enough infor-
mation to arrest Trayvon Martin’s
killer. The family is really trying
hard to be patient and have faith
in the system.”
Leaving a case this important
up to one person does not guar-
antee the correct conclusion will
be reached. While we can assume
that Corey may be more unbiased
The Martin case carries
for it to be decided
an unbiased trial by jury. Yet in
the Anthony case, the jury ruled
against the popular position that
Anthony was guilty of murder
because of the lack of evidence
Consumers validate
Amazon behavior
The Seattle Times recently ran a series of articles about
Amazon’s business practices. Amazon has always had its share
ofcontroversy and criticism, but The Seatde Times focused on
Amazon’s role in the city ofSeatde. While many Seattle head-
quartered businesses are very active philanthropically, Amazon
has given little in direct donations to Seattle-area charities.
While The Spectator respects Amazon’s right to dispense with
their money as they choose, we find many of their labor and
business practices to be irresponsible. In particular, Amazon’s
treatmentofworkers in its warehouses and distribution centers
is appalling and shows a disregard for the safety of its employees.
A capitalist society relies on its consumers to punish cor-
porate malpractice. Ifa company acts irresponsibly or unethi-
cally, customers will take their business elsewhere. While this
makes sense in many cases, it does not work in the case of
Amazon, because Amazon does not have any serious competi-
tors. Amazon has total revenue ofalmost $50 billion annually,
which is almost a third of all e-commerce revenue. Amazon is
by far the largest e-commerce company in existence, and it is
because of its size and power that it can getaway with unethical
business practices. In many ways this trend will increase. As
Amazon grows larger, it will be able to demand greater price
reductions from its supplies, and its market share will increase.
While Amazon is convenient, efficient and usually quite
cheap, the recent controversy surrounding them shows the
need for consumers to be educated about the businesses they
support. While The Spectator does not necessarily support or
oppose Amazon, we believe that companies should be able to
act as they choose, and it is up to the consumer to decide if a
company is behaving a way that merits their support.
than certain individuals who have
already formed opinions ofMartin
or Zimmerman, the arguably even
more heated Casey Anthony case
still held a jury trial even though
jury members had been subjected
to media speculation about the
trial for three years.
Had Zimmerman and Anthony
both been charged and tried im-
mediately, the fanfare could
have been avoided, resulting in
too many questions
by one person
presented. It is possible a grand
jury would offer a similarly ob-
jective verdict if Zimmerman was
tried and is the very idea the jus-
tice system was based upon.
The case has already spurned
massive protests, such as a sit-
in that temporarily shut down
the Sanford Police Department
on Monday because student ac-
tivists were blocking the doors.
Regardless of the fairness of
Corey’s ruling, if the case were
to be settled swiftly and behind
closed doors it could cause ques-
tions of its legitimacy to linger and
protesters to become more fervent
or even violent.
The Trayvon Martin case car-
ries too many questions for it to be
decided quietly by one person. The
evidence surrounding the events of
that night should be thoroughly
vetted by a jury of Zimmerman’s
peers and not left in the hands of
a single individual.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
volume 79
issue 41
su-spectator.com/opinior
McKenna the right choice for Seattle
To the Editor:
They claim that former
Congressman Inslee is a represen-
tative of Seattle values. The only
reason his campaign is flounder-
ing, they argue, is that he suffers
from a solitaryhandicap: a relative
McKenna will ensure
the middle class can
again afford tuition.
lack of name recognition.
This is simply untrue. It is
Rob McKenna that has the right
Debate
Lawmakers arguing over wrong issues
Robert Noble
Debate Team Columnist
Given the presidential cam-
paign, the start ofanew quarter and
the increasingly fantastic weather,
it can be easy to ignore the incred-
ibly acrimonious fight going on in
Olympia over Washington state’s
biennial budget. Nevertheless,
it is a very important fight. Ever
since March 3 when three con-
servative Democrats in the state
senate broke ranks and joined the
Republicans in the budget debate,
the state capital has been unable
to reach an agreement about how
to close the roughly $ 1 billion gap
in the budget. The first special
session is set to end this Tuesday
and it is entirely possible that the
legislature will miss that deadline
and be forced to start a second
special session.
Unfortunately, the debate is not
even about the right thing. Neither
side has talked seriously about the
real source of our problem: a lack
of revenue. We all want things
from government. Schools, po-
lice, consumer protections, roads
and safety nets all cost money. The
Neither side has talked
seriously about the real
source of our problem
a lack of revenue.
costs for all of those things tend to
go up a little quicker than GDP
growth itself. As incomes raise the
demands placed on government
rise as well. The trouble is that the
amount ofmoney thatWashington
state brings in through taxes has
actually gone down as a percent
of GDP over the last 20 years.
According to the Economic Policy
Institute, the state budget has gone
from 8.3 percent of state GDP in
1991 to 4.3 percent in 2011. The
reason for that fall is not a sudden
love for Grover Nordquist, the rea-
son is thatWashington’s tax system
is unequipped for a modern econ-
omy and no one has been willing
to change it.
was supposed to be temporary
April 11, 2012
Under our current code, which
message for Seattle. And in 2012.,
that message is simple: reform and
fully fund education.
Rob McKenna will reverse the
divestment in our colleges and
universities. He will ensure the
middle class can once again afford
tuition — a word that his oppo-
nent, ex-Congressman Inslee, used
just once in his own nine-page
education paper.
It was no accident that nearly
half a million people split their
ballot in 2008 for Barack Obama
and Rob McKenna, giving the
Attorney General enough votes
to win statewide by a higher
percentage than the President.
He won King County, too, with
measure in the 1930s,Washington
gets the vast majority of its revenue
from three sources: property taxes,
sales tax and the business and oc-
Washington’s
tax system is
unequipped for a
modern economy.
cupancy (B&O) tax. All three have
their problems, but the sales and
B&O tax are especially bad. In the
first case, Washington’s sales tax
54 percent.
Rob’s advantage in name recog-
nition is no accident either.
He is a national leader on hu-
man trafficking and illegal foreclo-
sure practices. He has argued and
won three cases before the U.S.
Ex-congressman
Inslee has led an
undistinguished career.
Supreme Court. In stark contrast,
ex-Congressman Inslee has led an
undistinguished career, failing to
fails to cover most services, mean-
ing that it hits the poor incredibly
hard and misses a large part ofour
economy. The B&O tax is a gross
business tax, meaning that the tax
focuses on the total revenues that a
business receives rather than on its
profit, making Washington a some-
what less friendly environment
for businesses. Both of these taxes
need substantial reforms and new
sorts of taxes, such as the income
tax initiative that voters rejected in
2010, deserve consideration.
Until legislators in Olympia
find the courage to discuss ways
to increase revenue, we will be left
with our current sorry situation.
Budget debates will be less about
nab a single leadership position in
his 15 years in Congress.
The editorial sounded strangely
familiar, too. In an article pubr
lished by The Stranger two weeks
ago, “Does Jay Inslee Exist,”
the author makes many of the
same points.
But both are missing a key fact
that has recurrently appeared in
independent polling. “McKenna
does an even better job among
voters who are familiar with both
candidates,” notes a recent Elway
poll that had Rob leading by nine
points, “suggesting that he will get
stronger as the campaign unfolds.”
how to increase Washington’s
economic competitiveness or im-
prove the lives of our residences
and more about how to cut the
government even more. The result
is decreased spending on all levels
of education, fewer police on the
streets, a less stable existence for
our state’s poorest residents and de-
creased availability ofa wide range
of important services. That is not
the state that Washingtonians de-
serve, but unless our legislature can
find the courage to change direc-
tions, it is the Washington we are
going to get.
The editor may be reached at
opinion@su-spectator.com
James Crandall
Bill Adams
opinion the spectator
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A Bacon
Coffin
Santorum’s
sweater vest
Q
An exact replica
of The One Ring
Uggs for Pugs
An aban-
doned Soviet
missle silo
C
The Communist •
Manifesto (Kin-
dle edition)
[Relevant
celebrity]’s
facial hair
ASIanket
10,000 live
lady bugs
My boyfriend
Corrections
There are no corrections this
week.
To submit a correction, email
editor@su-spectator.com.
The 10 best things we’ve
bought on amazon.com
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Cosplay blossoms at 15th annual Sakura Con
Fora listing ofpublicsafety incidents
turn to page 8.
last looks
Apple store might come to the Hill
Photos by Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
Above Left: Savannah Scott as Scanty, left, and Jamie Bowenng as
Kneesocks, right, pose for photos at the 15th annual Sakura-Con
at the Washington State Convention Center on Saturday, April 7.
Presented by the Asia Northwest Cultural Education Association,
the convention celebrates Japanese animation and culture, with this
year bringing in an estimated 20,000 individuals over the weekend.
Most attendees choose to dress up as their favorite characters.
Far left: Tobias McCurry, dressed as Generic Steampunk #4,
poses for a portrait.
Above: Tawny Fajardo, dressed as Black Rock Shooter, and Sinh
Le as Black Rock Shooter Kaito pose for a portrait during the 15th
annual Sakura-Con.
Attendees cross the street in their costumes at the 15th annual
Sakura-Con at the Washington State Convention Center on Sat-
urday, April 7.
Below, from left: William Wacker, Gordon Church and Kameron
Roberts lounge outside the Washington State Convention Center in
their own character costumes at Sakura-Con on Saturday, April 7.
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